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The JAFO RAT-EXX rat stop is placed in the horisontal sewer pipe connected to the municipal sewer sys-
tem in your cellar/basement or in the ground. Blocking this single point of entry  allows you to protect your 

property’s entire drainage system from penetration by rats.

JAFO RAT-EXX comes com-
plete with its own power supply.

JAFO RAT-EXX

Effective protection against rats in your sewer system

Electro pulses keep rats from entering your property through the sewer system. An easy, effective and  
environmentally friendly method. JAFO RAT-EXX has been tested and approved by the Danish Technolo-

gical Institute. Report No. 338185 Order the report from JAFO AB
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Many municipalities and property management companies are reporting a growing problem of rats in their sewer systems Because 
it is almost impossible to get rid of rats in the municipal sewerage network, it is important to prevent them from entering the system 
in the first place. The JAFO RAT-EXX rat stop installs into the sevice sewer pipe conduit on your property, either in the basement 

/ ground floor or in the ground outside the building.

Rats in sewer/systems are a growing problem

COMPONENT PARTS

Unit housing made of acid-proof 
stainless steel

Power supply 
100 - 240 V / 12 V

Junction box

Power switch

POSITIVE   (Flap contact)

The JAFO RAT-EXX is placed in 
the horisontal service sewer pipe in the 
basement/ground floor or in the ground.
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JAFO RAT-EXX RAT STOP DEVICE
The JAFO RAT-EXX rat stop installs easily in the service sewer pipe like a standard fitting, and uses an electrical pulse generator that generates a 200-500 
volts current approximately twice per second. When a rat enters the JAFO RAT-EXX, it receives a moderate electric shock that is not lethal, but guaranteed 
to keep rats off the property.

JAFO RAT-EXX operates on the power grid and can be connected to pipelines Ø110 - Ø315 mm in diameter. Stainless acid-proof steel SS 2348

Art. Nr Title D (mm) L (mm) H (mm)

2358555 RAT-EXX 110 114 210 184

2358556 RAT-EXX 160 168 288 223

2358561 RAT-EXX 200 204 356 266

2358613 RAT-EXX 250 254 435 319

2358614 RAT-EXX 315 302 510 367
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Example: Installation of JAFO RAT-EXX into the service sewer pipe

1. Uncover and cut the sewer pipe (see Figure 1 below). See the table on page 2 for length information.

2. The protection cap must remain in place during assembly. JAFO RAT-EXX is fitted using 2 flexible rubber couplings (not included). See Figure 2.

3. Clean the T-pipe and insert the electrical pulse generator. See Figure 3.

4. Flip the power switch to activate the rat stop. See Figure 4 and 5.
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Rubber couplings (not included) 

The JAFO RAT-EXX rat stop must be 
placed in an easily accessible location, 

such as under a inspection hatch.

Example: Exposed installation of JAFO RAT-EXX in a sewer pipe mounted on wall

1. Cut the sewer pipe. See table on page 2 for length information.

2. The protection cap must remain in place during assembly. The JAFO RAT-EXX is fitted using flexible rubber couplings (not included). See Figure 6.

3. Clean the T-pipe and insert the electrical pulse generator. See Figure 7.

4. Flip the power switch to activate the rat stop. See Figure 5 and 8.
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Installation and operating instructions for JAFO RAT-EXX electronic rat stop device

The JAFO RAT-EXX rat stop can be installed in both excisting and newly constructed properties. Installation should be performed by a certified HVAC 
technician or someone with the equivalent knowledge. The JAFO RAT-EXX rat stop is installed in the service sewer pipe that connects the property to the 
municipal sewer system. It features its own power supply 100 - 240 V / 12 V for connection to the mains. The rat stop can also be connected to existing 
surveillance systems. An electrical pulse generator sends a 200-500 V pulse twice per second to prevent rats from entering a building’s sewage system. While 
the electric pulse does not kill or injure the rat, the contact flap creates an electrical shock upon contact which prevents the rat from entering the property. 
 

Installation - Plumbing
The pulse generator arrives fitted inside the rat stop to prevent damage during transport. Prior to installation of the rat stop, the pulse generator must be 
removed and replaced by the protection cap. The pulse generator can be re-mounted and activated once the rat stop is installed. 
Do not install the pulse generator during purging or cleaning of the pipelines as doing so may damage the equipment. Replace with the protection cap during 
purging/cleaning. The rat stop can also be used as a backwash or purge point when the pulse generator is removed.   

1. Unscrew the two nuts to remove the pulse generator and mount the protection cap in its place.

2. The rat stop is installed in the pipeline after the last connection line in the direction of flow (see the flow direction marker on the rat stop). The rat stop is 
connected to the pipeline using flexible rubber couplings (not supplied by JAFO). See the table on page 2 for information on length and pipe dimensions.  

3. Remove the protection cap by unscrewing the two nuts, leaving it in place on the threaded rod in the hanging loop so as not to lose it.

4. Mount the pulse generator into the rat stop. Note that the cap must be oriented to the various dimensions of the threaded rods.

Installation - Electrical lines
Component parts of the JAFO RAT-EXX pulse generator and switch box have a minimum ingress protection rating of IP65.  A 10 m cable is included with the 
pulse generator, to be embedded in a conduit in floors and walls. Mount the switch box on the wall and connect the cable as shown in the diagram (also found 
on the box itself). Connect the power supply to a 100 - 240 volt outlet. Flip the pulse generator power switch. The rat’s eye on the switch box will twinkle red 
to indicate that the rat stop is activated. Each twinkle indicates that an electrical pulse is being sent to the rat stop (approximately twice per second). Power 
consumption per annum 10kWh.

Service and maintenance
A simple inspection should be performed to to test the function of the JAFO RAT-EXX 3-4 times per year depending on the condition (status) of the drainage 
system. It may be helpful to coordinate this inspection with other regularly scheduled pest control maintenance in other parts of the property.
The rat’s eye on the switch box will twinkle red to indicate that the rat stop is activated. First, shut off the rat guard by removing the power supply from the wall 
outlet. Remove the nuts and carefully lift up the pulse generator by its handle. Clean the suspended contact flap and ensure that it can move freely (about 
90°) in the hinge. Also check inside the purge tube and clean if necessary. Mount the pulse generator into the rat stop. Note that the cap must be oriented to 
the various dimensions of the threaded rods.Reconnect the power supply into the mains. The rat’s eye on the switch box will twinkle red to indicate that the rat 
stop is activated. Each twinkle indicates that an electrical pulse is being sent to the rat stop (approximately twice per second). 
Do not install the pulse generator during purging or cleaning of the pipelines as doing so may damage the equipment. Replace the protection cap during 
purging/cleaning. The rat stop can also be used as a backwash or purge point when the pulse generator is removed.

1, 2  to 
power supply

3, 4, 5  to 
impulse generator

Terminal block

7, 8  to surveillance system 
(if applicable)
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